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EVA WONG braves the snaking queues to check out the latest cult eatery to hit Singapore –

renowned dim sum restaurant, Tim Ho Wan from Hong Kong. Additional reporting by RACHEL AJ

LEE

How does one locate the Singapore outpost of what has been billed the most affordable Michelin

star restaurant in the world? You join the queue that snakes from the restaurant’s doors to around

the side of the building.

Or follow your nose to the oven where chef Mak Kwai Pui churns out thousands of his heavenly

Baked Buns with BBQ Pork (S$4.50 for three pieces) daily. Baked daily to ensure freshness, each

bun is crisp on the outside, and crackles with each bite to expose the savoury, succulent pieces of

char siew (Chinese barbecued pork) within.

Another must-try is the Vermicelli Roll with Pig’s Liver (S$5.50 for three rolls). A rare find on most

dim sum menus, these wafer-thin sheets of steamed rice flour swaddle soft, unctuous morsels of

flavourful liver. This is a dish less able hands wouldn’t be able to produce – cook liver a tad too long

and it turns hard and tasteless.

Such attention to detail comes at a price.

For one, Mak imports flour from Hong Kong to get the lightness of texture he seeks (according to
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him, flour from Singapore has a 13 per cent protein content compared to the 11 per cent in flour

from Hong Kong). He also shares how the average dim sum joint might only employ a handful of

cooks, whereas his 96-seater has 18 in the kitchen, which allows every basket of dim sum to be

cooked a la minute.

“No pre-cooking and reheating here!” says the 50-year-old who recalls how, as a boy, he rose at

three every morning to assist his mother’s brother, a dim sum chef – his first contact with the

culinary world.

Mak, who once manned the dim sum fort at three-Michelin-star Lung King Heen restaurant at Four

Seasons Hotel Hong Kong, thinks his version of “authentic Hong Kong dim sum” is what ultimately

wins over the diner. For his Pan-fried Carrot Cake (S$4.50 for three pieces), for example, strips of

fresh radish are used in all their juicy, bitter-tang glory, unlike other dim sum restaurants which have

succumbed to the convenience of dried radish. In his Beef Balls with Beancurd Skin (S$4.20 for

three pieces), the bits of beef are detectable and not pureed into mush before steaming.

As Mak focuses on opening more Tim Ho Wan outlets in Singapore (the next one is slated to open

in Toa Payoh Central in the last quarter of the year), he has entrusted the current kitchen team to

the care of his three buddies from 30 years back – all apprentices in Hong Kong who had trained

under the same mentor. Why did Mak choose Singapore for his first venture overseas? The reason

was clear to him. Every morning, two hours before his Mongkok stall opened its doors for the day, a

queue would have formed outside. They were made up mostly of Singaporeans.

And for those of you in Singapore who have yet to have a taste: try going between 4pm to 5pm –

that’s when the queues are shortest.

Tim Ho Wan is at #01-29A Plaza Singapura, 68 Orchard Road, Tel: 65 6251 2000
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